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Metal Burnished, Matte, 6mm
Another metal-effect surface, but Metal Burnished is a stunning combination of blacks, 
browns and greens that show off the oxidisation effect so well.

This porcelain surface brings a mysterious yet opulent effect to the kitchen with its 
textured surface of wave-like patterns.

The undulating effect gives the surface added depth which adds to the overall ambiance 
of the room. 

Metal Burnished is available in a matte finish and in slabs of 3200mm x 1600mm x 6mm 
deep.

Nature meets technological innovation, signalling the arrival of FLORIM stone, a brand 
that aims to combine the performance and functionality of this material with the 
maximum personalisation of space.

FLORIM Stone is large format porcelain stoneware for decorative surfaces. Lightweight, 
versatile and with an extremely high aesthetic impact, FLORIM Stone opens up new 
frontiers in design environments, ensuring maximum freedom of expression. It restores 
new life to a material that is as beautiful as it is delicate. 

FLORIM Stone fears neither heat, stains nor colour changes and it is easy to maintain, 
both in the dark shades and in the most delicate colours.

Composed of a natural blend of ceramic clays and mineral colourants, FLORIM stone 
slabs are made by unalterable porcelain stoneware, which is stain-proof, resistant to high-
temperature and thermal stress, scratch-proof, totally water-proof, resistant to UV-rays, 
hygienic and easy to clean. Moreover, material quality, a focus on details, together with 
the technical performance, FLORIM Stone is a truly revolutionary surface developed for 
the most demanding of designs and applications.

Specification Notes

FLORIM ceramic products are the result of the most advanced production technologies 
combined with constant aesthetic research. With more than 50 years of experience, 
FLORIM has produced a truly advanced surface; only possible through combining Italian 
design and production with intense research and innovation to ‘anticipate the design 
needs of tomorrow’. These porcelain stoneware slabs will meet the widest variety of 
design needs and characterize the environments with a well-defined personality.

Specifications

Surface Finish Matte Surface Overall Thickness (mm) 6

Surface Style Metal Surface Overall Length (mm) 3,200

Family Impressions Series Surface Overall Width (mm) 1,600

Surface Material Porcelain Surface Weight 76kg
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